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The installation of Ontrack Disk Manager is always supported on any platform such as Windows, Unix and Mac. Ontrack Disk Manager requires only one program that is a Windows compatible program called NTOP. Therefore, most Windows compatible PCs can be used for the Ontrack Disk Manager
Installation. Since NTOP is only a free download, one of the latest versions is only needed in order to install Ontrack Disk Manager on the users' PC. Many users, especially Windows users, have left for Ontrack Disk Manager due to its ability to recover data in a very short time. It is recommended that

NTOP be installed before installing Ontrack Disk Manager on your Windows compatible computer. NTOP is used to locate and mount NTFS volumes. Therefore, the Ontrack Disk Manager installation is supported by NTOP. Open the NTOP folder. Copy the shortcut to the NTOP folder. Run the shortcut file
to install the NTOP file. Launch Ontrack Disk Manager. Connect to a drive that has more than 500 MB partitions and run the Recovery Test. Your partition will be scanned for error message and possible data recovery. If the Recovery Test fails, you need to restore your partitions. Thanks you, Bernd. Let

me say, using Linux as a boot disk is much less user-friendly than the Windows solution. You can't use the Windows boot floppy solution. And the problem with your solution is that you need access to an operating system. Put the floppy in a CD-drive and that's solved!! From the console itself
(command-prompt), type:fdisk -v /dev/hdaYou'll get some information about the partition, the geometry, and the type. Note theone has the label "Something"! You need to use fdisk /mbr and/or fdiskformat /mbr to remove that label. Then you can format the partition.And that's the end of it. You can

now access the partition usingftp, viddam, Daemon or even the DOS utilities like DOSKEY, DOSBOX.You can even view the files on the partition. And if you know how to usethe 'terminal', you can do some stuff there as well. All without anoperating system. Now that's cool!!
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